Mathematics Association QMATH was inaugurated on 05-08-2014 with the inaugural address by Dr. A.G. Srinivasan, Professor in Mathematics, M.G.R University on the topic “Exploring a Mathematical World and a Demo on Geogebra ”.

Figure 1 Prof.Dr.A.G.Srinivasan delivering an inaugural address on Geogebra
As a part of the association activities, inter-class cultural events were conducted during 18-09-2014 and 19-09-2014. Students participated in the events such as Solo-song, Group-song, Solo-dance, Group-dance, Mehandi and Rangoli.

A State-level seminar on "Mathematical Modelling" was conducted on 28-01-2015. Dr. R. Stella Maragatham, Assistant Professor and Mrs. T. Premalatha, Assistant Professor were the organizing secretaries of the seminar. Dr. Fernandes Jeyashree, Head &Associate Professor M.O.P Vaishnav College delivered a speech on the topic "Stochastic Modelling" and Dr. U.Rizwan, Head & Associate Professor, Islamiah College, Vaniampadi gave lecture on "Real time Mathematical Modelling". M. Phil scholars presented the papers in their research topics.

Figure 2 Dr. R.Akthar Begum, Principal delivering the Presidential address in the state level seminar.
On 04-01-2015 inter-classes co-curricular competitions like Quiz, Model-making, Block and tackle, Paper presentation were conducted on current affairs in Mathematics.

The Valedictory function was held on 16-2-2015. Dr. N. Kannagi, Principal, All India Civil Service Coaching Centre gave a talk on the topic, “An Approach towards UPSC Civil Service Examination” and distributed the association prizes to the winners. The overall shield was won by III B. Sc Mathematics (EM) (Shift I).
The Department of Mathematics combined with Central Institute of Classical Languages, Chennai, organized **International Conference on Tamizhum Kanidhamum** from 04-03-2015 to 6-03-2015. Mrs. V. Suseela, H.O.D and Associate Professor of Mathematics was the convener of the conference and Dr. M. Vijaya, Associate professor and Dr. R. Stella Maragatham, Assistant Professor were the organizing secretaries of the conference. All the staff of the department acted as members of various organizing committees.
Hon’ble Justice V. Ramasubramanian, High Court inaugurated the conference. Dr. M. Devadass, Directorate of Collegiate Education, Chennai, Dr. J. Sadakkadulla, Regional Director, Reserve Bank of India, Chennai, Dr. M. Muthuvel, Registrar, Central Institute of Classical Tamil, Chennai, felicitated the conference. Thiru A. Mahalingam, Software Consultant, APAR INFOTECH, Singapore gave the keynote address. Thirty-two researchers presented their articles in ten sessions.
The conference had a valedictory function on 06.03.15. Padmashree Kalaimamani Dr. Seerkali Siva Chidambaram presided over the function and delivered a speech on “Lifetime Mathematics in Chemmozhi Illakkiam” and Dr. I. Mathiyalagi former Principal, RV Government arts college, Chenglepet felicitated the Conference.
The Head of the Department of Mathematics Mrs. V. Suseela, received the "Best Teacher" award from the Lions Club, Chennai.

Dr. N. Jansi Rani, Associate professor and Dr. P. Vasanthi Beulah, Assistant Professor were awarded Ph. D degree from the University of Madras.

B. Sankari and E. Mohana Priya were selected for "Study Abroad Program" implemented by Government of Tamilnadu and studied their third semester at "University of Leeds", London.

I year student S. Reena Kumari was selected for a six day special training program by National Youth Week Forum, Hyderabad.

The Staff members of the Department of Mathematics presented 10 research articles both in International and State level Conferences in this academic year.

Ms. E. Nandhini of II M.Sc., won the III Place in Short story writing conducted by All India Book sellers Association (BAPASI) and also selected as a Project Assistant in All India Radio.